Through Tel Aviv University International, students can study in English and choose from a broad selection of undergraduate and graduate degrees, various study abroad options, as well as short-term summer and intensive language programs.

About Tel Aviv University
Tel Aviv University is located in Israel’s capital of innovation and culture. Ranked as one of the world’s top 10 cities, Tel Aviv is known for its entrepreneurial atmosphere and exciting social lifestyles. Ranked among the world’s top 100 universities, TAU has a strong interdisciplinary focus and collaborates closely with leading institutions worldwide. TAU is Israel’s leading university, attracting talented students and renowned faculty from around the globe.

About Tel Aviv University International
TAU International programs are designed for students eager to challenge themselves with a high level academic experience. You will enjoy the “real” Israel by living and studying along side Israelis. Your classes will be enhanced by field trips, cultural and overnight excursions, social events, and much more. You will also gain real-world professional expertise through internships, guest lectures, and workshops with some of Israel’s leading experts. A global hub on campus, the TAU International office is your home during your time in Tel Aviv. The TAU International staff is always available to answer questions, and events are organized on a regular basis for international students.
STUDENT SERVICES
• Orientation session before the start of each program
• On-campus housing available
• Israeli counselors providing support and guidance 24/7
• Health insurance plan included
• Social activities including events, overnight trips, city tours and more
• On-campus state-of-the-art sports facilities offering an outstanding fitness experience
• 24/7 Security personnel on campus and in the dorms
• Student mentor program that matches each international student with an Israeli “buddy”

WHY STUDY AT TAU?
• International programs with students coming from over 100 countries
• Comprehensive student support and extra-curricular programs
• Classwork enriched by real-world hands-on experience
• Internship opportunities in your field of interest
• Trips and social activities that allow you to see all of Israel
• Live in Tel Aviv, the capital of innovation and culture, while enjoying the beaches, the exciting night life and diverse culinary foods of the region
• Make life long friends with students on your program as well as local Israelis through our TAU Buddy System program

FACULTIES
• ARTS
• ENGINEERING
• EXACT SCIENCES
• HUMANITIES
• LAW
• LIFE SCIENCES
• MANAGEMENT
• MEDICINE
• SOCIAL SCIENCES
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOL

BY ENROLLING INTO OUR 3-4 YEAR BACHELOR’S DEGREE PROGRAMS, YOU WILL GET THE ULTIMATE STUDENT EXPERIENCE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM. LEARN FROM OUTSTANDING FACULTY WHILE BENEFITTING FROM EXCITING CULTURAL EXPERIENCES AND MERGING INTO THE LIFESTYLE OF TEL AVIV, THE NON-STOP CITY.

B.SC. ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
A FOUR-YEAR INTERNATIONAL BACHELOR’S DEGREE FOR THE NEXT GENERATION OF HI-TECH LEADERS
Tel Aviv is the perfect setting for a budding engineer being located in the “Silicon Valley” of Israel. The program aims to provide a core curriculum in mathematics, physics and engineering science, along with specialization studies, an integrated internship option, a diverse and cultural student body and world-renowned professors. The program prepares graduates for engineering careers in fields including: physical or systems electronics, hardware or software, as well as communication operations, design, development research and more.

B.A. LIBERAL ARTS
This unique multidisciplinary program focuses on the humanities and social sciences. The three-year course of study provides students with a strong liberal arts education while empowering them to succeed in an increasingly complex and fast-changing world. Alongside the core liberal arts curriculum and electives in a variety of fields, students choose a major in one of the following fields: Middle-Eastern Studies, Philosophy, Literature, Israel and Jewish Studies, Psychology and Psychoanalysis, or Communication and Digital Culture.

Our Bachelor’s programs are open to excellent graduates of high school/upper-secondary school with English proficiency. The application is done entirely online. Each application is assessed on an individual basis according to the materials submitted. Please visit international.tau.ac.il for more information.

HOUSING on campus, $600 per month in shared rooms, is available. For updated course information, dates, and prices please refer to our website. Scholarships and funding are available.

“"My experience at TAU was unforgettable: I built meaningful connections and friendships with so many different kinds of people, I gained a challenging and enriching education and I really felt like I was a part of a loving community that made living abroad in Israel so much easier.””

Nicole Levy, USA, B.A. Liberal Arts

TUITION
$15,000 PER YEAR
PROGRAM LENGTH
4 YEARS

TUITION
$11,500 PER YEAR
PROGRAM LENGTH
3 YEARS

STUDENT SERVICES
• Orientation session before the start of each program
• Student mentor program that matches each international student with an Israeli “buddy”
• Social activities and educational field trips, including on-campus events, museum visits, city tours, and more
• On-campus housing available
• World-class research facilities including extensive central and departmental libraries
• On-campus Israeli student counselors – Madrichim – providing support and guidance for international students 24/7
• Medical insurance included in tuition
• 24/7 security personnel on campus and dorms
A MASTER’S FROM TAU WILL ACCELERATE YOUR PATH TO INSIGHT, GROWTH, AND SUCCESS – PROGRAMS ARE ONE-YEAR LONG AND MOST OFFER A THESIS OPTION.

LOOKING TO DO YOUR PHD? PHD TRACKS ARE AVAILABLE IN ANY OF OUR FIELDS IN ALL OF OUR FACULTIES

MA IN ANCIENT ISRAEL STUDIES: ARCHAEOLOGY AND HISTORY OF THE LAND OF THE BIBLE
This unique one-year program offers students from across the globe a window into ancient Israel’s perplexing and complex past through theoretical classes and field work experience, as well as tours to renowned excavation sites such as Jerusalem, Megiddo, Hazor, Lachish, Qumran, Masada, and Caesarea. The curriculum focuses on the periods of the late second millennium BCE to the Roman Period through the study of archaeological finds, Biblical writings, and Ancient Near Eastern texts. Students of the program, who wish to broaden their research, may apply for a second-year thesis track.

TUITION: $18,000
CONTACT: maarch@tau.ac.il

MA IN CONFLICT RESOLUTION AND MEDIATION
The International Program in Conflict Resolution and Mediation is a one-year interdisciplinary MA Program taught in English. Students graduate with a Master of Arts in Public Policy – Conflict Resolution and Mediation. The program provides students with tools for effective analysis, negotiation strategies, and conflict resolution frameworks in the international arena. Students also earn a certificate issued by Tel Aviv University for completing the program's workshop in International Mediation.

TUITION: $16,500
CONTACT: resolute@tau.ac.il

MA IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
The program provides candidates with an intensive multidisciplinary insight into environmental studies with an emphasis on Israel’s unique geographic and geopolitical setting. Students on the program study a broad selection of environmental subjects, through both core courses and a range of electives, to gain insight into Israel’s environmental history both as an individual nation and as part of the greater Middle East region. In parallel to a broad overview of environmental topics, the program covers topics such as ecology, climate change, environmental policy and sustainable development, and also explores how understanding water as a shared resource.

Thesis track available for outstanding students.

TUITION: $17,500
CONTACT: environment@tau.ac.il

MA IN MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES
This program is designed for international students interested in careers pertaining to the Middle East in the fields of journalism, diplomacy, government, policy research, and advocacy/activism. Students are provided with an invaluable opportunity to acquire an in-depth understanding of the political, social and economic dimensions of the region, from within. The program combines theoretical and practical knowledge through a broad array of courses, optional language study, five study trips throughout Israel, and internship and publication opportunities through our affiliate research center, The Moshe Dayan Center of Middle Eastern and African Studies.

Thesis track available for outstanding students.

TUITION: $15,000
CONTACT: mames@tau.ac.il

MA IN GLOBAL MIGRATION AND POLICY
interdisciplinary master’s taught in English over the course of two years. The curriculum offers students the opportunity to engage critically with international issues that are at the forefront of today’s debates around migration. Themes explored include refuge and asylum, labor migration, migration policy, diasporas, ethnic identification, and integration of migrants. Students are first exposed to the main theoretical perspectives and subsequently to the professionally-oriented principles of migration. Students gain hands-on experience in the field and are able to specialize in areas of migration according to their personal preferences.

Thesis track available for outstanding students in the second year of studies.

TUITION: Please view website for tuition details
CONTACT: study@tau.ac.il
MSC IN PLANT SCIENCES WITH AN EMPHASIS ON FOOD SAFETY & SECURITY

The 18-month program in Plant Sciences offers a combination of interdisciplinary academic research with hands-on agricultural experience, in collaboration with the Arava International Center for Agriculture Training (AICAT). The program provides students with academic knowledge from leading faculty, opportunities to gain practical skills and the tools to be a part of creating a sustainable future. Studies are held both in the Tel Aviv and the Arava campus, located in Israel’s largest Agricultural region region. The program includes an intensive summer semester focused on Food Safety and Security. The program is open to outstanding students from developing countries, and offers scholarships for qualifying students.

Thesis track available for outstanding students.

MA IN POLITICAL SCIENCE AND POLITICAL COMMUNICATIONS

The program is a high-quality graduate program that focuses on the dynamics and complexities of politics in the global age. The Political Science Department stands out in the study of political theories, political leadership, political communication, electoral systems and behavior and is the home of the Israel National Election Studies.

Educational tours guided by top specialists are incorporated into the curriculum. Students meet with political leaders, prominent journalists and election specialists while visiting Israel’s governmental, parliamentary and media institutions among other sites of interest.

Thesis track available for outstanding students.

MA IN SECURITY AND DIPLOMACY

The program provides advanced knowledge and analytical tools for the study of strategy, diplomacy, decision-making and the shaping of security and foreign policy. The outlook of the program is global, with a special focus on Israel and the Middle East. At the practical level, the program prepares students for engagement in the international arena, defense bodies, international organizations (both governmental and NGOs) and international economic organizations. The curriculum includes security field trips to Israel’s various borders, defenses and government offices, a series of meetings with Ambassadors, and a Middle East Crisis Simulation.

Thesis track available for outstanding students.

MA IN SOCIAL WORK – CRISIS AND TRAUMA STUDIES

The program offers students the opportunity to learn about the impacts of and coping with major life crises, natural disasters, political violence, and other high stress situations. The program is intended to provide students with in-depth knowledge in the area of trauma. Israel is a living laboratory for research and practice in stress, crisis, and trauma. Over the years, Israeli scholars and practitioners have developed considerable knowledge and models of intervention in these areas. Our academic staff has been at the forefront of these developments.

Thesis track available for outstanding students.

MA IN TESOL – TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES

This program prepares graduates for global career opportunities in the field of English language learning and instruction. Our three-semester interdisciplinary curriculum provides opportunities for professional growth in teaching, research, program development and administration. Taught by world-renowned experts in the field, this innovative program combines advanced academic study with practical teaching experience. Gain expertise in the latest trends in the field while receiving individualized guidance and hands-on experience in the classroom.

Thesis track available for outstanding students.

EMPH – MASTERS OF PUBLIC HEALTH PROGRAM IN EMERGENCY & DISASTER MANAGEMENT

This one-year master’s program combines academic studies with operational analysis tools for planning and implementing emergency and disaster management during local or national crises. The coursework covers both theoretical and practical aspects of emergency and disaster management. It is a multidisciplinary program that addresses how organizational systems coordinate their efforts with national and international agencies and has pioneered a new way of thinking in the field of disaster management. Students have the opportunity to learn from leading Israeli professionals who have years of accumulated experience in crises management and in extending humanitarian relief to dozens of affected populations, both in Israel and globally.
THE PARASOL FOUNDATION TRUST INTERNATIONAL LLM
This program attracts outstanding law students to study and collaborate with Israel’s elite legal academia, students and legal professionals. Nearly 50 classes, taught entirely in English, explore contemporary challenges to law that stem from processes of globalization, the Israeli legal and social systems, the complexities of the Middle East region and the technological and entrepreneurial dynamism of the “Start-up Nation.” The 10-month program provides numerous opportunities for networking and professional development. LL.M. candidates will be eligible to apply for conditional admittance to the PhD Program at the Faculty of Law, following the successful completion of the LL.M. degree.

TUITION: $20,000
CONTACT: studylaw@tau.ac.il

SOFÄER INTERNATIONAL MBA
Designed for Venture Founders, Start-Up Builders & Company Innovators, The Sofäer International MBA provides students the skills, practical experience, network and career support to achieve their goals. The International MBA one-year curricular focused on entrepreneurship and innovation, encompasses academic courses, master classes and real world activities, rooted in the Israeli ecosystem, and includes unique offerings such as Delta Start-Up Pre-Accelerator for student driven ventures, and Group Oriented Studio to help students locate their true passion and overcome barriers that inhibits its pursuit. Additionally, students have access to direct career support, including extensive internships with companies ranging from HP, Deloitte and NICE systems, to start-ups as well as 8200 EISP, the accelerator program of Israel’s elite intelligence unit 8200.

TUITION: $32,000
CONTACT: imba@post.tau.ac.il

DOCTORAL PROGRAMS
- As a PhD student at TAU, you will be joining a highly diverse community of excellent and committed scientists from around the world. You will be able to complete your PhD entirely in English in any of our fields, in all our faculties and schools: Medicine, Life Sciences, Physics and Astronomy, Chemistry, Mathematics, Computer Sciences, Geophysics and Planetary Sciences, Engineering, History, Environmental Studies, Cultural Studies, Philosophy, Education, Social Sciences, Management, Arts, Law and Jewish Studies
- The duration of the Ph.D. program is generally three to five years from the date of registration until the thesis submission date. Students who completed their undergraduate studies with distinction may apply for the direct course of studies towards the Ph.D. degree.
- Whether you aim to join the next generation of academic researchers and teachers, or to build a successful career in other fields, TAU is the right place for you. At TAU, you will build an exceptional network of researchers in academia and industry.

FU NDING: There are a variety of merit based scholarships to doctoral students covering the tuition and / or cost of living. Please view the website for additional details

STUDENT SERVICES
- Orientation session before the start of each program
- Student mentor program that matches each international student with an Israeli “buddy”
- Social activities and educational field trips, including on-campus events, museum visits, city tours, and more
- On-campus housing available
- World-class research facilities including extensive central and departmental libraries
- On-campus Israeli student counselors – Madrichim – providing support and guidance for international students 24/7
- Medical insurance included in tuition
- 24/7 security personnel on campus and dorms

HOUSING
- on campus $600–800/month, single, and double occupancy options are available.

For updated course information, dates, and prices please refer to our website.
Scholarships and funding are available.

“The skills I gained in the Program, such as negotiations and understanding complex political matters, gave me a leg-up in pursuing jobs. I was even given a preliminary offer with the US government during my first semester.”

Jake M. Masin, USA
Conflict Resolution and Mediation M.A.
CENTER FOR STUDY ABROAD

READY FOR A SEMESTER OR YEAR IN THE BEST CITY OF THE WORLD? EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS AS YOU LIVE AND STUDY AT ISRAEL’S LEADING UNIVERSITY. THIS UNIQUE EXPERIENCE COMBINING TAU’S ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE WITH THE MEDITERRANEAN LIFESTYLE AND CULTURE, PROVIDES YOU WITH NEVER ENDING PERSONAL GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES, AND FRIENDSHIPS TO LAST A LIFETIME!

SEMESTER/YEAR ABROAD

Your experience begins with an intensive Hebrew and Israeli culture course called Ulpan. You will take courses for college credit taught in English. You can choose from courses in a wide range of fields, including: Art, History, Business, Communications, Engineering, Exact Science, Middle Eastern Studies, Psychology, Religion, and more.

TUITION
$8,450* PER SEMESTER
$12,450* PER YEAR
PROGRAM DATES
JULY–JANUARY (FALL)
JANUARY–JUNE (SPRING)
JULY–JUNE (YEAR)

* Ulpan included
* 19-21 credits per semester

SEMESTER/YEAR ABROAD AND INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

By combining the study abroad program with a professional internship, this program aims to connect you with real world experience in your field of interest. You will work with TAU’s International office to find the right internship in your field of choice with leading organizations and companies in various fields such as: Business, High-Tech, Communications, Arts, Non-Profit, Education, Environment, and many more.

As a student, you will take part in TAU International’s programs including social activities and trips while continuing to live in the university dorms during your internship.

Open to undergraduate students enrolled at accredited colleges and universities outside of Israel.

TUITION
$9,950* PER SEMESTER
$13,950* PER YEAR
PROGRAM DATES
JUNE–JANUARY (FALL)
JANUARY–JULY (SPRING)
JUNE–JUNE (YEAR)

* Ulpan included
* 19-21 credits per semester

PROGRAM BENEFITS

• Personal growth and student experience that you can’t get anywhere else but Israel.
• Internship opportunities in your field of interest
• Trips and social activities that allow you to see all of Israel
• Live like an Israeli while enjoying the city of Tel Aviv
• Make lifelong friends with students on your program as well as local Israelis through our TAU Buddy System program

EXPERIENCE
STUDY ABROAD AT
TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY
ACADEMIC GAP YEAR
Join us for your first year of college through the Academic Gap Year Program, open to graduating high school seniors. Taking courses in English, you will earn a full year’s worth of academic credit – which is easy to transfer into TAU International’s bachelor’s programs or degree programs at universities around the world.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP, INNOVATION, AND BUSINESS IN ISRAEL
A five-course track that exposes participants to the Israeli style of innovation through the lens of technology-based entrepreneurship. Examples of courses offered: Entrepreneurship from A to Z, Innovation – Theory and Practice, Foundations of Entrepreneurship, The Israeli Economy, Business Ethics (subject to change).
This program will provide you with real-world experience, entrepreneurial know-how, and professional guidance that will help you succeed in your future career. By choosing to study in the Middle East, in a country that is known as the Start-Up Nation, and by living in Tel Aviv, Israel’s financial and technological capital, you will be immersed in a world of innovative executives and trailblazing companies.

COMMUNITY ACTION IN TEL AVIV
Engage with social change initiatives and gain professional experience in the non-profit sector while taking a volunteer workshop class and 2-3 courses from a variety of different subjects offered at TAU International.

A VOYAGE TO MEDICINE IN ISRAEL
A Voyage to Medicine is a program for pre-med and other health/science undergraduate students. It combines aspects of clinical research, academic studies, volunteer work at the Assaf Harofeh Medical Center and EMT training with Magen David Adom (Israeli Red Cross).

STEM SEMESTER ABROAD PROGRAM
Join us at Tel Aviv University International for a STEM semester or year abroad program, open to undergraduate students enrolled at accredited colleges and universities outside of Israel. Your experience begins with an intensive Hebrew and Israeli culture course called Ulpan. After that you will take engineering courses from our BSc in Electrical and Electronics Engineering program and elective courses from our TAU International course offerings including: Arts, History, Business, Communications, Middles East Studies, Psychology, and more.

INDEPENDENT RESEARCH AND STUDY TRACK (IRST)
Tel Aviv University welcomes visiting researchers, exchange students, and interns to participate in its Independent Research and Study Track (IRST). As a participant you will have the opportunity to pursue your field of study and improve your language skills, while living as a local in Tel Aviv. You will also be able to join social events on campus and trips throughout the country. The IRST Program is a great option for visiting research students as well as students joining TAU as part of an exchange agreement and looking for a well-rounded experience.
The length of the program is flexible, but must be between 4 to 12 months in duration. On-campus housing options are available.

* Tuition Fees include the intensive Hebrew Ulpan course, trips, activities, and health insurance
Housing is an additional $3,000 per semester, unless otherwise noted. Please refer to your home university’s study abroad office for details on study abroad agreements with TAU. For updated course information, dates, and prices please refer to our website.
UNDERGRADUATE SUMMER PROGRAMS

JOIN OUR ACADEMIC SUMMER SESSIONS AND ENJOY AN OUTSTANDING EXPERIENCE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM. AS A STUDENT IN OUR SUMMER PROGRAMS, YOU WILL BENEFIT FROM SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, TRIPS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY, AND OPPORTUNITIES TO PRACTICE THE LANGUAGE WHILE ENJOYING THE SUMMER IN TEL AVIV.
SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE SESSION
June 11 – July 23, 2017
This session offers a wonderful opportunity for students to broaden their knowledge of Israeli technology and entrepreneurship, issues concerning cyber security, politics, the Middle East, and Israel. Students can either choose a track or pick and choose classes of their interest such as:

BUSINESS ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN THE START-UP NATION
• Business Entrepreneurship: Israel as a Case Study (4 credits)

CYBER SECURITY IN THE START-UP NATION
• Fundamental Technologies of Cyber Systems (3 credits)
• General Introduction to Programming (2 credits)

MIDDLE EAST AND ISRAEL STUDIES
• Islam Politics and Terror in the Middle East (3 credits)
• History and Memory in Tel Aviv-Jaffa (3 credits)
Sample courses, subject to change

TUITION: $3,000

SHORT SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE SESSION
June 28 – July 23, 2017
BUSINESS ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN THE START-UP NATION (4 CREDITS)
Students can take advantage of this outstanding opportunity to analyze business entrepreneurship in the context of Israel’s technological thriving innovation.

Tuition: $2,000

RESEARCH PROGRAM IN SCIENCES
June 11 – August 13, 2017
Students join a laboratory or theoretical research project under the supervision of an experienced scientist while becoming full-fledged members of the scientific team.

This program is also open to graduate students

TUITION: $1,000

SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
June – July, 2017
Students have the opportunity to explore the exciting city of Tel Aviv while interning for a company/organization in a field of their interest. In addition to your internship, you will also be taking an internship workshop course that will award you academic credit. Whether your passion is for Technology, Fashion, Business, or Political Science, TAU International staff will connect you with an internship that will offer you a unique and engaging experience!

TUITION: $2,000

SCIENCE AND INNOVATION INTERNATIONAL SUMMER CAMP
July 4 – July 14, 2017 *
Tel Aviv Youth University offers an exciting 12-day Summer Camp for high school students after their sophomore, junior, and senior years. Campers can look forward to exploring diverse scientific issues and research, interactive visits to innovative organizations, amazing trips throughout the country, and a life lasting experience.

TUITION: $2,500 [INCLUDES HOUSING]

TRIPS AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES THAT ALLOW YOU TO EXPLORE ALL OF ISRAEL!

“Joining the TAU Summer Session was one of the best decisions I made – the best 35 days of my life. The program was well interlinked with academics and non-academic activities, we had the opportunity to see almost all of Israel, enjoy its beauty, and experience how amazing the city of Tel Aviv is.”

Tony Thomas, India, Summer Session Cyber Security

For updated course information, dates, and prices please refer to our website.
* Dates subject to change
SUMMER LANGUAGE PROGRAMS

OUR SUMMER LANGUAGE IMMERSION PROGRAMS OFFER SESSIONS IN: HEBREW, ARABIC, YIDDISH, AND ENGLISH. AS A STUDENT IN OUR SUMMER PROGRAMS, YOU WILL BENEFIT FROM SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, TRIPS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY, AND OPPORTUNITIES TO PRACTICE THE LANGUAGE.

Language programs are open to all students or professionals holding a high school diploma or higher.

INTENSIVE HEBREW ULPAN
BEGINNERS ULPAN
June 11 – July 23, 2017
TUITION: $1,700 (6 CREDITS)

SHORT SUMMER ULPAN (ALL LEVELS)
July 30 – August 27, 2017
TUITION: $1,450 (4 CREDITS)

SUMMER ULPAN (ALL LEVELS)
July 30 – September 17, 2017
TUITION: $1,700 (6 CREDITS)

Classes are held Sunday through Thursday.

ARABIC PROGRAM
BEGINNERS ARABIC
June 11 – July 23, 2017
TUITION: $1,700 (6 CREDITS)

ADVANCED ARABIC*
July 30 – August 27, 2017
TUITION: $1,450 (4 CREDITS)

THE NAOMI PRAWER KADAR INTERNATIONAL YIDDISH SUMMER PROGRAM
INTENSIVE YIDDISH PROGRAM (ALL LEVELS)
June 22 – July 23, 2017
TUITION: $1,450 (4 CREDITS)

ADVANCED ENGLISH PROGRAM
July 30 – September 17, 2017
TUITION: $800/COURSE

The following courses can be combined or taken individually:
• Intensive reading and writing course
• Intensive speaking and understanding course

* Course to open subject to registration

For updated information, dates, and prices please refer to our website.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR LANGUAGE AND UNDERGRADUATE SUMMER PROGRAMS
The summer programs of 2017 are built so that they can be taken individually or combined. Students who choose to combine the programs will be eligible for a discount.
• Students are required to take a placement exam for all summer Arabic programs in order to be accepted.

STUDENT HOUSING
TAU International language and undergraduate summer students are eligible to live in our Einstein dormitories, adjacent to campus. Suites are divided into two bedrooms shared by two students per bedroom. Each apartment is furnished and includes a kitchenette and bathroom.
• Housing is $800 per month.

* Course to open subject to registration

For updated information, dates, and prices please refer to our website.
ADVANCED SUMMER PROGRAMS

THE PROGRAMS ARE OPEN TO GRADUATE STUDENTS AS WELL AS INTERESTED PROFESSIONALS. THESE ADVANCED PROGRAMS OFFER UNIQUE INSIGHT INTO A PARTICULAR DISCIPLINE. CLASSROOM STUDY IS ENHANCED WITH SITE VISITS AND ACTIVITIES RELEVANT TO THE FIELD OF STUDIES.

ADVANCED EPIDEMIOLOGY AND PREVENTIVE MEDICINE
July 2017
The Summer Institute of Advanced Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine in collaboration with Johns Hopkins School of Public Health provides a unique platform for clinicians, healthcare executives, policymakers, and students from Israel and around the world to participate in public health courses for professional development or academic credit.

TUITION: $900 (2 CREDITS)
CONTACT: summersph@tau.ac.il

FOOD SAFETY & SECURITY
June 28 – July 28, 2017
Courses offer a taste of diverse fields from International Development and Economics to Biology and Public Health. Students can choose from individual week-long courses or follow one of the tracks offered: Agriculture Track or Policy and Nutrition Track. The courses are at a graduate level, include field trips, and are taken by both Israeli and international students.

TUITION: $900-1,200 (3 CREDITS)
CONTACT: foodsecurity@tau.ac.il

BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT & INNOVATION

DOING BUSINESS IN ISRAEL
FOR MBA STUDENTS
Offered several times during fall and spring semester

TUITION: $3,300* (3 CREDITS); $2,300* for PIM partner schools
*Includes housing

(SWARM) SUMMER WORKSHOPS IN ADVANCED RESEARCH METHODS
FOR PHD STUDENTS AND JUNIOR FACULTY IN ALL FIELDS OF RESEARCH
June 2017
Recanati Business School Programs contact hilara@tauex.tau.ac.il

TUITION: $450, $800, $1000 Depending on number of workshops

“Last summer, I followed my heart back to Israel and found myself studying in the Ulpan program at Tel Aviv University. Learning Hebrew has always been a goal of mine, and TAU really made it possible. This program allowed me to gain a deeper understanding and love of Israel as a student living in the heart of one of the world’s most diverse and exciting cities. This was an experience that changed my life and has opened many new doors for my future. Thanks, TAU!”

Carly Rosenfeld, Canada, Hebrew Ulpan

For updated course information, dates, and prices please refer to our website.
COMPREHENSIVE STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES MAKE TAU ESPECIALLY WELCOMING TO INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS.

A RANGE OF EVENTS TAKE PLACE ON CAMPUS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR, AND CULTURAL EXCURSIONS ALLOW STUDENTS TO EXPLORE TEL AVIV AND THE REST OF THE COUNTRY.

THE UNIVERSITY’S MANY STUDENT CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS ARE ALSO OPEN TO INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS.
HOUSING
Modern student dormitories are conveniently located within walking distance of the university campus. The Einstein dormitories feature one and two-bedroom furnished suites with a private kitchenette and bathroom. The Broshim dormitories feature studio rooms, which are available for international graduate and post-graduate students. Students can also choose to live in private apartments in Ramat Aviv or in downtown Tel Aviv. Several shopping centers and many inexpensive dining options are located in close proximity to the university and dormitories.

SAFETY AND WELLBEING
Student safety is our highest priority. Like all public institutions in Israel, TAU employs a network of security personnel covering all campus entrances and patrolling 24 hours a day. The university’s security department maintains close contact with government security agencies, and international students are regularly updated on security matters by TAU International staff.

HEALTH AND COUNSELING
The welfare of all students is extremely important to TAU, and health insurance is included in the cost of tuition. The basic health insurance plan covers medical treatment and psychological counseling within Israel, with a large selection of English-speaking doctors.

CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTS
• Wireless internet access throughout campus
• Computer labs and printing services in every department and library
• Sports center including an Olympic-size pool, tennis and basketball courts, a running track, soccer stadium, and other fitness facilities
• Bookstore, bank, coffee shops, restaurants, and cafeterias on campus
• Tel Aviv’s largest public park within walking distance
• City bicycles to rent on and around campus

CAMPUS EVENTS
TAU’s campus hosts events every day, from concerts and film screenings to guest lectures, panel discussions, farmers’ markets, professional and academic conferences, and innovation and tech events.

PEER SUPPORT AND BUDDY SYSTEM
Madrichim are Israeli student-counselors who live on campus, and are trained to provide guidance and lead activities for international students. A popular program, the TAU Buddy System, is also organized by the Student Union located on campus.

TRIPS AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
All trips and social activities are offered to students in the international school. Make sure to take advantage of all the hikes, weekend trips and evening events!

DISCOVER TEL AVIV
Tel Aviv, the city that never sleeps, provides endless activities through its vibrant music, theater, arts, and culinary scene. Immerse yourself in the innovation and technology of Tel Aviv, which is home to over 600 start-ups, the highest density of start-ups per square kilometer in the world. Hop on a city rental bike located on campus, and within minutes access the center of the city, the Mediterranean Sea, and all that Tel Aviv has to offer.
WE INVITE YOU TO MAKE TEL AVIV YOUR SECOND HOME!